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ALGEBRA IDENTIFIED WITH GEOMETRY; 
THAT IS TO SAY, 
OltDINARY OR CoMMtTTATIVE ALGEBRA, INCLUDING I N C O M M E N S U R A B L E S , 
N E G A T I V E S , AND IMAGINARIES, SlIEWN TO BE A PU11ELY GEOMETRICAL 
( A N D N O T A P U R E L Y A R I T H M E T I C A L ) C A L C U L U S , AND THE H l G H E R J Í U A N E 
GEOMETRY OF DESCARTES, PLUECKER AND CHASLES SHEWN TO BB' P A R T I -
CULAR IÍESULTS OF OUDINARY COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA, WIIICH INCLULVES 
THE MUCH MORE GENERAL PLANE GEOMETRY OF Í S T I G M A T I C S J 
IN A SERIES oř ROUGH NOTES, FORMING F I V E THACTS :--* 
I. EUCLID'S CONCEPTION OF RATIO AND PROPORTION, 
EXPLAINED IN A PROPER FORM FOR ELEMENTARY I N S T R U C T I O N '. 
II . " C A R N O T S P R I N C I P L E " FOR LIMITS, 
REDUCED TO AN ELEMENTARY GEOMETRICAL FORM : 
I I I . THE LAWS OF TENSORS, OR THE ALGEBRA OF PROPORTION, 
AN ORIGINÁL CONCEPTION AND DEMONSTRATION, COMPLETING THE ALGEBRA 
OF THE GENERAL GEOMETRY OF MAGNITUDE OR OF RATIOS: 
IV. THE LAWS OF CLINANTS, OR THE ALGEBRA OF SIMILAR 
TRIANGLES LYING UPON THE SAME PLANE, 
AN ORIGINÁL CONCEPTION, DEMONSTRATION, AND EXPOSITION, COMPLETING 
THE ALGEBRA OF THE P L A N E GEOMETRY OF DIRECTION, WITH EXAMPLES 
OF PROCESSES : 
V. STIGMATIC GEOMETRY, OR THE CORRESPONDENCE OF 
POINTS IN A PLANE, 
AN ORIGINÁL CONCEPTION AND DEMONSTRATION, WITH EXAMPLES AND 
ILLUSTRATIONS, GIVING AN ELEMENTARY GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION FOR 
ALL CASES OF SO-CALLED I M A G I N A R Y Po iNTS, L lNES, AND FlGUllES, HITHERTO 
CONSIDERED AS EXCEPTIONAL, BUT NOW SHEWN TO BE THE USUAL CASES OF 
Tiiis H I G H E R P L A N E GEOMETRY, WHICH INCLUDES THE FORMER KEAL 
FlGURES AS RARE AND PARTICULAR OCCURRENCES. 
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